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Abstract 11 
 12 
The divergence between Bacteria and Archaea may represent the deepest split in the 13 
tree of life. One of the key differences between the two domains are their membrane 14 
lipids, which are synthesised by distinct biosynthetic pathways with non-homologous 15 
enzymes. This ‘lipid divide’ has important implications for the early evolution of cells, 16 
and motivates the hypothesis that the last universal common ancestor (LUCA) may 17 
have lacked a modern cell membrane. However, we still know surprisingly little about 18 
the natural diversity of prokaryotic lipids in modern environments, or the evolutionary 19 
origins of the genes that produce them.  In particular, the discovery of environmental 20 
lipids, such as glycerol dialkyl glycerol tetraethers with a mixture of classically archaeal 21 
and bacterial features, suggest that the 'lipid divide' may be less clear cut than 22 
previously assumed.  Here, we investigated the distribution and evolutionary history 23 
of membrane lipid biosynthesis genes across the two domains. Our analyses reveal 24 
extensive inter-domain horizontal transfer of core lipid biosynthetic genes, and suggest 25 
that many modern Bacteria and Archaea have the capability to biosynthesize 26 
membrane lipids of the opposite “type”. Gene tree rooting further suggests that the 27 
canonical archaeal pathway could be older than the bacterial pathway, and could have 28 
been present in LUCA.  29 
 30 
 31 
Introduction 32 
 33 
Archaea and Bacteria form the two primary domains of life (see review Williams et al. 34 
2013). While overwhelming similarities in their fundamental genetics and biochemistry 35 
and evidence of homology in a near-universally conserved core of genes (Weiss et al. 36 
2016) strongly suggest that Archaea and Bacteria descend from a universal common 37 
ancestor (LUCA), they also differ in ways that have important implications for the early 38 
evolution of cellular life. These differences include DNA replication (Kelman and 39 
Kelman 2014), transcription (Bell and Jackson 1998), DNA packaging (Reeve et al. 40 
1997), and cell wall compositions (Kandler 1995). One striking difference is in the lipid 41 
composition of the cell membranes (Fig. 1), which is particularly important for 42 
understanding the origin of cellular life. Canonically, Archaea have isoprenoid chains 43 
attached to a glycerol-1-phosphate (G1P) backbone via ether bonds, and can have 44 
either membrane spanning or bilayer-forming lipids (Lombard et al. 2012). Most 45 
bacteria, as well as eukaryotes, classically have acyl (fatty acid) chains attached to a 46 
glycerol-3-phosphate (G3P) backbone via ester bonds and form bilayers (Lombard et 47 
al. 2012), although a number of exceptions have been documented (Sinninghe 48 
Damsté et al. 2002a; Weijers et al. 2006; Sinninghe Damsté et al. 2007; Goldfine 49 
2010). These lipids are synthesised by non-homologous enzymes via different 50 
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biosynthetic pathways (Fig. 1). This so-called ‘lipid divide’ (Koga 2011) raises some 51 
important questions regarding the early evolution of cellular life, including the number 52 
of times cell membranes evolved, whether LUCA had a cell membrane, and if so, what 53 
the nature of that membrane was.  54 
 55 

 56 
Figure 1. a) The canonical phospholipid biosynthetic pathways in Archaea and Bacteria. Archaeal 57 
enzymes in blue, bacterial enzymes in red. b) Composition of bacterial and archaeal phospholipids. 58 
In Archaea, G1P is synthesised from dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP) using the enzymes 59 
glycerol-1-phosphate dehydrogenase (G1PDH). The first and second isoprenoid chains (GGGPs) 60 
are added by garenygarenylglcerol synthase (GGGPS) and digarenylgarenylgecerol synthase 61 
(DGGGPS) respectively. In Bacteria, G3P is synthesised by glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 62 
(G3PDH) from DHAP. There are two forms of this enzyme, encoded by the gpsA and glp genes 63 
respectively. G3P may also be produced form glycerol by glycerol kinase (glpK). In certain 64 
Bacteria, such as Gammaproteoteobacteria, the first fatty-acid chain is added by a version of 65 
glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase encoded by the PlsB gene. Other Bacteria, including most 66 
gram positive bacteria, use a system another glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase encoded by 67 
PlsY, in conjunction with an enzymes encoded by PlsX (Yoa and Rock 2013; Parsons and Rock 68 
2013). The second fatty-acid chain is attached by 1-acylglycerol-3-phosphate O-acyltransferase, 69 
encode by PlsC. 70 
 71 
 72 
The observation that lipid biosynthesis in Bacteria and Archaea is non-homologous 73 
has motivated the hypotheses that LUCA had no, or only a rudimentary, membrane, 74 
with modern ion-tight membranes evolving in parallel along the stem lineage of each 75 
prokaryotic domain (Koga et al. 1998; Martin and Russell 2003; Sousa et al. 2013; 76 
Sojo et al. 2014; Sousa and Martin 2014). In these scenarios, the acellular LUCA is 77 
envisaged as a non-free living entity that lived on a pyrite substrate (Wächtershäuser 78 
1988; Wächtershäuser 1992) or inhabited mineral compartments within alkaline 79 
hydrothermal vents (Martin and Russell 2003; Sousa et al. 2013); the latter hypothesis 80 
gains additional explanatory strength from similarities between the geochemistry at 81 
modern vents and the biochemistry of one of the most ancient pathways for biological 82 
carbon fixation, the  Wood Ljungdahl pathway (Sousa et al. 2013; Weiss et al. 2016; 83 
Williams et al. 2017; Adam et al. 2018). An alternative view is that LUCA may have 84 
had a fully modern, ion-tight membrane, which was heterochiral with respect to 85 
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membrane stereochemistry (Wächtershäuser 2003), with later independent transitions 86 
to homochirality in Bacteria and Archaea driven by increased membrane stability. 87 
However, the available experimental evidence - including the recent engineering of an 88 
Escherichia coli cell with a heterochiral membrane (Caforio et al. 2018) - suggests that 89 
homochiral membranes are not necessarily more stable than heterochiral ones (Fan 90 
et al. 1995; Shimada and Yamagishi 2011; Caforio et al. 2018), requiring some other 91 
explanation for the loss of ancestral heterochirality.  92 
 93 
The lipid divide has also played an important role in debates about the origin of 94 
eukaryotic cells, whose membrane lipids are predominantly (though not exclusively 95 
(Goldfine 2010; Tan et al. 2012)) of the bacterial type. Thus, scenarios for eukaryote 96 
origins that invoke a symbiosis between an archaeal host cell and a bacterial 97 
endosymbiont – the class of scenarios that has received the greatest phylogenetic and 98 
comparative genomic support (Martin and Muller 1998; Embley and Martin 2006; Cox 99 
et al. 2008; Guy and Ettema 2011; Williams et al. 2013; Martin et al. 2015; Williams 100 
and Embley 2015; Spang et al. 2015; Eme et al. 2017; Zaremba-Niedzwiedzka et al. 101 
2017) – require a corollary to explain the change in host membrane composition. 102 
Several possibilities have been proposed. Gould et al. (2016) posit that vesicle 103 
secretions from the mitochondria were incorporated into the cell membrane, altering 104 
its composition. Baum and Baum (2014), as part of their ‘inside-out’ model, suggest 105 
that eukaryotes could have acquired bacterial lipids from mitochondria via traffic 106 
across ER-mitochondrial contact sites. Bacteria may have adopted ‘bacterial’ lipids 107 
due to living in mesophilic environments and no longer needing membranes adapted 108 
for thermophilic conditions. Other endosymbiotic models, such as the syntrophy model 109 
(López-García and Moreira 2006), or non-endosymbiotic models have been devised 110 
to explain bacterial lipids in eukaryotes (Woese et al. 1990; Kandler 1995). 111 
 112 
Despite the importance of the lipid divide for our understanding of early cellular 113 
evolution, membrane lipid stereochemistry has been experimentally determined for a 114 
surprisingly limited range of Bacteria and Archaea, perhaps owing to the expense and 115 
difficulty of characterisation (Sinninghe Damsté, et al. 2002a; Weijers et al. 2006; 116 
Sinninghe Damsté et al. 2014). Interestingly, the limited data that are available suggest 117 
that the distinction between bacterial and archaeal membranes may be less clear-cut 118 
than was previously thought. For example, the model bacterium Bacillus subtilis has 119 
been shown to synthesise both bacterial- and archaeal-type lipids (Guldan et al. 2008; 120 
Guldan et al. 2011). Further, some characterised lipids possess a mixture of archaeal 121 
and bacterial features, including the plasmalogens of animals and anaerobic bacteria, 122 
which include an ether bond (Goldfine 2010), and the branched glycerol dialkyl 123 
glyercol tetra-ether (brGDGT) lipids of Bacteria (Sinninghe Damsté et al. 2002b). 124 
brGDGTs have bacterial stereochemistry and branched rather than isoprenoidal alkyl 125 
chains, but they also contain ether bonds and span the membrane, as observed for 126 
canonical archaeal lipids. These brGDGTs are particularly abundant in peat bogs and 127 
were thought to be produced by Bacteria as adaptations to low pH environments 128 
(Sinninghe Damsté et al. 2002b; Weijers et al. 2006; Sinninghe Damsté et al. 2007), 129 
but are now known to occur in a wide range of soils and aquatic settings (Schouten et 130 
al. 2013a). The enzymes responsible for their synthesis are currently unknown. On the 131 
other side of the “lipid divide”, some Archaea have been shown to produce membrane 132 
lipids with fatty acid chains and ester bonds (Gattinger et al. 2002). The biosynthetic 133 
pathways for all of these mixed-type membrane lipids remain unclear. However, given 134 
the frequency with which prokaryotes undergo horizontal gene transfer (Garcia-Vallvé 135 
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et al. 2000), one possibility is that these mixed biochemical properties reflect 136 
biosynthetic pathways of mixed bacterial and archaeal origin. This prompted us to 137 
investigate the distribution and phylogeny of phospholipid biosynthesis enzymes 138 
across the two domains and evaluate the evidence for inter-domain horizontal gene 139 
transfer. Our analysis focused on the core enzymes that establish membrane lipid 140 
stereochemistry and attach the two carbon chains to the glycerol-phosphate backbone 141 
(Figure 1), as the histories of these enzymes are key to understanding the evolution 142 
of membrane stereochemistry and biosynthesis.  143 
 144 
 145 
Results and Discussion 146 
 147 
Extensive inter-domain lateral transfer of core phospholipid biosynthesis genes 148 
 149 
We performed BLASTp searches for the enzymes of the canonical archaeal and 150 
bacterial lipid biosynthesis pathways (Figure 1) against all archaeal and bacterial 151 
genomes in the NCBI nr database. Our BLAST searches revealed homologues for all 152 
of the core phospholipid biosynthesis genes of both pathways in both prokaryotic 153 
domains, with the exception of bacterial enzymes PlsB and PlsX, which we did not find 154 
in Archaea. Orthologues of the canonical archaeal genes are particularly widespread 155 
in many bacterial lineages (Table 1). Of 48 bacterial phyla, 6 have at least one 156 
sequence identified as an orthologue of each of the three archaeal genes (Table 1, 157 
highlighted in yellow). Of these phyla, Firmicutes (genera Bacillus, Halanaerobium), 158 
Actinobacteria (genera Strepomyces) and Fibrobacteres (genera Chitinispirillum and 159 
Chitinivibrio) contain species which have all three genes in their genomes (Table 1, 160 
highlighted yellow with asterisk). Based on the presence of all three core biosynthetic 161 
genes, and given their recognised role in lipid biosynthesis in B. subtilis (Guldan et al. 162 
2008; Guldan et al. 2011), we predict that these members of the Firmicutes, 163 
Actinobacteria and Fibrobacteres lineages of Bacteria are capable of making archaeal-164 
type, glycerol-1-linked phospholipids. Of the seven FBC (Fibrobacteres, Bacteroidetes 165 
and Chlorobi) phyla we surveyed, all of them have GGGPS and DGGGPS 166 
orthologues, but only Fibrobacteres have G1PDH orthologues (see Figure 1 for 167 
overview of pathway). In these species lacking G1PDH, it is unclear whether GGGPS 168 
and DGGGPS are active and if so, what they are used for; one possibility is that they 169 
catalyse the reverse reaction, catabolising archaeal lipids as an energy source. Just 170 
10 of the 48 phyla had no orthologues of archaeal genes (Table 1, indicated by †). 171 
  172 
Orthologues of the canonical bacterial genes are less widespread in Archaea (Table 173 
1). Of the 20 phyla surveyed, none contained all homologues, although Lokiarchaeota 174 
contained Glp, GlpK, PlsC and PlsY. Of those 20, more than half (11) had no bacterial 175 
homologues. Orthologues of GpsA, Gpl and Gpk are found in all of the major archaeal 176 
groups (Euryarchaeota, TACK, Asgardarchaeota and DPANN (Williams et al. 2017)). 177 
However, they appear sporadically. Within Euryarchaeota, of the seven classes 178 
surveyed, GpsA and Glpk appear in four and Glp in five. With the TACK superphylum, 179 
Glp and GlpK appear in Crenarchaeota and Korarchaeota, while GpsA appears only 180 
in a single crenarchaeote (Thermofilum).  GpsA is also found in two of the 11 DPANN 181 
phyla surveyed (Woesarchaeota and GW2011), while GlpK is found in one phylum 182 
(Woesearchaeota) and Glp is found in none. Within the Asgardarchaeota 183 
superphylum, no orthologues for GpsA are found, and only one of the four phyla 184 
(Lokiarchaeota) has Glp or GlpK.  PlsC and PlsY are more restricted, being found  185 
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Table 1 – Distribution of Lipid Biosynthesis gene 186 
 187 

Domain Super-
phylum 

Phylum Class  G1PDH GGGPS DGGGPS GpsA Glp GlpK PlsC PlsY 

Archaea 
 

Euryarchaeota Archaeoglobi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

   
Halobacteria ✓ ✓ ✓ 

 
✓ ✓ 

  

   
Methanobacteria ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

    

   
Methanococci ✓ ✓ ✓ 

     

   
Methanomicrobia ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

   

   
Thermococci ✓ ✓ ✓ 

 
✓ ✓ 

  

   
Thermoplasmatales ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

 

 
TACK Aigarchaeota 

 
✓ ✓ ✓ 

     

  
Crenarchaeota 

 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

  

  
Korarchaeota 

 
✓ ✓ ✓ 

 
✓ ✓ 

  

  
Thaumarchaeta 

 
✓ ✓ ✓ 

     

 
Asgard Heimdallarchaeota 

 
✓ ✓ ✓ 

   
✓ ✓ 

  
Lokiarchaeota 

 
✓ ✓ ✓ 

 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

  
Odinarchaeota 

 
✓ ✓ ✓ 

     

  
Thorarchaeota 

 
✓ ✓ ✓ 

    
✓ 

 
DPANN Aenigmarchaeota 

 
✓ ✓ ✓ 

     

  
Diapherotrites 
(GW2011_AR10/DUSEL3) 

  
✓ ✓ ✓ 

   
✓ 

  
Micrarchaeota (incl. Macid) 

 
✓ ✓ ✓ 

     

  
Nanoarchaeota 

         

  
Nanohaloarchaeota 

         

  
Pacearchaeota 

        
✓ 

  
Parvarchaeota 

     
✓ ✓ 

  

  
Woesearchaeota 

    
✓ 

 
✓ ✓ ✓ 

Bacteria 
 

Acidobacteria 
 

✓ 
  

✓ 
 

✓ ✓ ✓ 

    Actinobacteria*   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Aminicenantes  
 

✓ 
  

✓ ✓ ✓ 
 

✓ 
  

Aquificae†  
    

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Armatimonadetes  
 

✓ 
  

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Caldithrix  
 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
 

✓ ✓ 
  

Candidate division KSB1 
  

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Candidate division NC10†  
    

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Candidate division TA06 
 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

✓ ✓ 

    Candidate division WOR-3    ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓     ✓ ✓ 
  

Candidatus 
Edwardsbacteria 

  
✓ ✓ ✓ 

  
✓ ✓ 

  
Candidatus 
Handelsmanbacteria 

  
✓ ✓ 

 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

  
Candidatus Kerfeldbacteria  

 
✓ ✓ 

 
✓ 

 
✓ ✓ ✓ 

  
Candidatus Magnetoovum  

 
✓ ✓ 

 
✓ 

  
✓ ✓ 

  
Candidatus Marinimicrobia 

  
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

    Candidatus 
Raymondbacteria 

  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

    Chloroflexi   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Chrysiogenetes  
 

✓ ✓ 
 

✓ 
  

✓ ✓ 
  

Cloacimonetes 
 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Cyanobacteria 
 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
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Deferribacterales†  

    
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

  
Deinococcus-Thermus  

   
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

  
Dictyoglomi  

 
✓ 

  
✓ 

 
✓ ✓ ✓ 

  
Elusimicrobia  

  
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

    Firmicutes*   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Fusobacteria 
  

✓ 
 

✓ ✓ ✓ 
 

✓ 
  

Gemmatimonadetes  
  

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Latescibacteria 
  

✓ ✓ ✓ 
 

✓ 
 

✓ 
  

Lentisphaerae  
 

✓ 
 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Melainabacteria 
 

✓ ✓ 
 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Nitrospinae†  
    

✓ ✓ 
 

✓ ✓ 
  

Nitrospirae  
 

✓ 
  

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Parcubacteria 
  

✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

✓ ✓ 

    Proteobacteria   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Rhodothermaeota 
  

✓ ✓ ✓ 
 

✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Spirochaetes 
 

✓ ✓ 
 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Synergistetes 
 

✓ 
  

✓ 
 

✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Tenericutes†  
    

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Thermobaculum†   
    

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Thermodesulfobacteria†  
    

✓ 
  

✓ ✓ 
  

Thermotogae 
 

✓ ✓ 
 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

TMED 
  

✓ 
    

✓ ✓ 
 

FBC Chlorobi  
  

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

Bacteroidetes  
  

✓ ✓ ✓ 
 

✓ ✓ ✓ 

    Fibrobacteres*   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓     ✓ ✓ 
  

Ignavibacteria 
  

✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

✓ ✓ 
  

Candidatus Kryptonium 
  

✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

✓ ✓ 
  

Candidatus Kryptobacter 
  

✓ ✓ ✓ 
  

✓ ✓ 
  

Candidate division 
Zixibacteria 

  
✓ ✓ ✓ 

  
✓ ✓ 

 
PVC Chlamydiae† 

    
✓ 

 
✓ ✓ ✓ 

  
Planctomycetes  

 
✓ 

  
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

  
Verrumicrobia† 

    
✓ 

 
✓ ✓ ✓ 

 188 
Table 1. Table detailing the distribution of lipid biosynthesis genes in bacteria and archaeal 189 
phyla. Ticks represent phyla (class level for Euryarchaeota) with at least one genome which has 190 
a sequence for the corresponding gene. Bacterial phyla where all three archaeal genes are found 191 
are highlighted in yellow. Those bacterial phyla where all three archaeal genes are found within 192 
the same genome in at least one case, are marked with an asterisk (*). Those bacterial phyla with 193 
no archaeal genes are found are marked with †. It should be noted that in the case of environmental 194 
lineages, the lack of a tick may not represent absence of genes, given that these represent 195 
metagenomics bins, and the lack of said genes may be due to missing data. FBC are 196 
Fibrobacteres, Bacteroidetes and Chlorobi. PVC are Planctomycetes, Verrucomicrobia and 197 
Chlamydiae. TACK are Thaumarchaeota, Aigarchaeota, Crenarchaeota and Korarchaeota. 198 
DPANN include Diaphoretrites, Parvarchaeota, Aenigmarchaeota, Nanoarchaeota and 199 
Nanohaloarchaeota, as well as several other lineages.  200 
 201 
  202 
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mainly in environmental lineages within Euryarchaeota (Marine Groups II/III, all in 203 
class Thermoplasmatales), DPANN and Asgardarchaeota (Table 1).  204 
 205 
 206 
Early origins of archaeal-type membrane lipid biosynthesis genes in Bacteria 207 
 208 
To investigate the evolutionary histories of these genes, we inferred Bayesian single-209 
gene phylogenies from the amino acid sequences using PhyloBayes 4.1 (Lartillot and 210 
Philippe 2004; Lartillot et al. 2007). We selected the best-fitting substitution model for 211 
each gene according to its Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) score using the model 212 
selection tool in IQ-Tree (Nguyen et al. 2015). We used two complementary 213 
approaches to root these single-gene trees: a lognormal uncorrelated molecular clock 214 
in BEAST (Drummond and Rambaut 2007; Drummond et al. 2012), and the recently-215 
described minimal ancestor deviation (MAD) rooting method of Tria et al. (2017). The 216 
MAD algorithm finds the root position that minimises pairwise evolutionary rate 217 
variation, averaged over all pairs of taxa in the tree. Many of our single gene trees 218 
were poorly resolved; since the existing implementation of the MAD algorithm (Tria et 219 
al. (2017)) does not explicitly incorporate topological uncertainty, we used MAD to root 220 
all of the trees sampled during the MCMC run, summarising posterior root support in 221 
the same way as for the molecular clock analyses; in the discussion below, we use 222 
the maximum a posteriori root as a point estimate for comparison between the two 223 
methods. For the genes for which a suitable outgroup was available (G1PDH, GpsA 224 
and Glp, following Yokobori et al. 2016), we compared our results to traditional 225 
outgroup rooting. For more details, see Materials and Methods. 226 
 227 
Glycerol-1-phosphate dehydrogenase (G1PDH) is the enzyme that establishes 228 
phospholipid stereochemistry in Archaea. The archaeal G1PDH sequences form a 229 
well-supported clan (Wilkinson et al. 2007)(PP = 0.99) in the tree (Figure 2a), although 230 
the relationships within the group are poorly resolved. Interestingly, the majority of the 231 
bacterial G1PDH orthologues do not appear to be recent horizontal acquisitions from 232 
Archaea, but instead form a deep-branching clan resolved as sister to the archaeal 233 
lineage. The root position that receives the highest posterior support in the relaxed 234 
molecular clock analysis is that between the archaeal and bacterial clans, with a 235 
marginal posterior probability of 0.68 (Supplementary Table 1). This is substantially 236 
higher than the next most probable position, which places the root within the Bacteria 237 
with a posterior of 0.1. When rooted using MAD, the same root position is recovered 238 
with a marginal posterior probability of 0.62, also substantially higher than the next 239 
most probable root of 0.1. Rooting single genes trees can prove difficult, and this 240 
uncertainty is captured in the low root probabilities inferred using both the molecular 241 
clock and MAD methods. However, these analyses can be used to exclude the root 242 
from some regions of the trees with a degree of certainty. In the case of G1PDH, a 243 
post-LUCA origin of the gene would predict a root on the archaeal stem or within the 244 
archaea. In our analyses, no such root position has a significant probability (i.e. 245 
PP>0.05), and therefore the root is highly unlikely to be within the archaea. The 246 
bacterial clan mainly comprises sequences from Firmicutes and Actinobacteria, with 247 
most of the other Bacteria grouping together in a single, maximally supported (PP = 248 
1) lineage suggestive of recent horizontal acquisition from the 249 
Firmicutes/Actinobacteria clade, followed by further HGT.   250 
 251 
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 252 
 253 
Figure 2. Bayesian consensus trees of archaeal enzymes, rooted using the uncorrelated 254 
lognormal molecular clock. Support values are Bayesian posterior probabilities, and the asterisk 255 
denotes the modal root position obtained using the MAD approach. Archaea in blue and Bacteria 256 
in red a) G1PDH tree (111 sequences, 190 positions) inferred under the best-fitting LG+C60 model. 257 
b) GGGPS tree (133 sequences, 129 positions) inferred under the best-fitting LG+C40 model. c) 258 
DGGGPS tree (177 sequences, 97 positions) inferred under the best-fitting LG+C50 model.  FBC 259 
are Fibrobateres, Bacteroidetes and Chlorobi. PVC are Planctomycetes, Verrucomicrobia and 260 
Chlamyidiae. TACK are Thaumarchaeota, Aigarchaeota, Crenarchaeota and Korarchaeota. 261 
DPANN include Diaphoretrites, Parvarchaeota, Aenigmarchaeota, Nanoarchaeota and 262 
Nanohaloarchaeota, as well as several other lineages. For full trees, see Supplementary Figures 263 
1-4. For full unrooted trees see Supplementary Figures 16-18. 264 
 265 
 266 
This root position is consistent with two scenarios that we cannot distinguish based on 267 
the available data. One possibility is an early transfer of G1PDH from stem Archaea 268 
into Bacteria, either into the bacterial stem lineage with subsequent loss in later 269 
lineages, or into the ancestor of Actinobacteria and Firmicutes, with subsequent 270 
transfers to other Bacteria. Alternatively, G1PDH could have already been present in 271 
LUCA, and was subsequently inherited vertically in both Archaea and Bacteria, 272 
followed by loss in later bacterial lineages. The Firmicute sequences within the 273 
archaeal clade are a later transfer into those Firmicutes, apparently from a 274 
thorarchaeote archaeon or related lineage.  275 
 276 
Geranylgeranylglyceryl phosphate synthase (GGGPS) attaches the first isoprenoid 277 
chain to G1P. Phylogenetic analysis of GGGPS (Fig 2b) revealed two deeply divergent 278 
paralogues, with the tree confidently rooted between them using both the relaxed 279 
molecular clock (PP = 0.99) and MAD methods (PP = 1) (Supplementary Table 1); 280 
resolution within each of the paralogues was poor. One of these paralogues comprises 281 
sequences from some Euryarchaeota (including members of the Haloarchaea, 282 
Methanomicrobia and Archaeoglobi), along with Firmicutes and Actinobacteria. The 283 
other paralogue comprises sequences from the rest of the Archaea – including other 284 
Euryarchaeota - and a monophyletic bacterial clade largely consisting of members of 285 
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the FBC lineage. Taken with the root position between the two paralogues, the tree 286 
topology implies an ancestral duplication followed by sorting out of the paralogues and 287 
multiple transfers into Bacteria. To improve resolution among the deeper branches of 288 
the tree, we inferred an additional phylogeny focusing just on the larger of the two 289 
paralogues (Supplementary Figure 3). The root within this paralogous sub-tree fell 290 
between reciprocally monophyletic archaeal and bacterial clades (PP = 0.8, much 291 
higher than the next most likely root, within the bacteria, with PP = 0.07), suggesting 292 
that the gene duplication at the base of the GGGPS tree pre-dates LUCA. The 293 
recovery of two distinct paralogues has been noted in several previous studies 294 
(Nemoto et al. 2003; Boucher et al. 2004; Peterhoff et al. 2014). Since genes from 295 
both GGGPS paralogues have been experimentally characterised as 296 
geranylgeranylglyceryl phosphate synthases (Nemoto et al. 2003; Boucher et al 2004), 297 
it appears that this activity was already present in LUCA before the radiation of the 298 
bacterial and archaeal domains. 299 
 300 
Digeranylgeranylglyceryl phosphate synthase (DGGGPS) attaches the second 301 
isoprenoid chain to G1P. DGGGPS is present in all sampled Archaea, with the 302 
exception of three of the DPANN genomes. Although the DGGGPS tree is poorly 303 
resolved (Fig. 2c), both the molecular clock and MAD root the tree between two clades, 304 
with a diversity of Archaea and Bacteria on either side (PP = 0.41 and 0.79 305 
respectively) (Supplementary Table 1). The wide distribution of this enzyme across 306 
both Archaea and Bacteria, and the occurrence of a diversity of both domains on either 307 
side of the root, for both rooting methods, suggest either multiple transfers into 308 
Bacteria from Archaea, or that DGGGPS was present in LUCA and inherited in various 309 
archaeal and bacterial lineages, followed by many later losses in and transfers 310 
between various lineages.  311 
 312 
In sum, our phylogenetic analyses of archaeal lipid biosynthesis genes suggest that 313 
GGGPS and DGGGPS were already present in LUCA, with G1PDH either present in 314 
LUCA or evolving along the archaeal stem. They also provide evidence for repeated, 315 
independent inter-domain transfer of these genes from archaea to bacteria throughout 316 
the evolutionary history of life. 317 
 318 
Transfers of bacterial membrane lipid genes into Archaea 319 
 320 
In contrast to our analyses of proteins of the classical archaeal pathway, phylogenies 321 
of proteins of bacterial-type lipid biosynthesis pathways suggested that their 322 
orthologues in Archaea were the result of relatively recent horizontal acquisitions. The 323 
root positions for each of the trees using both molecular clock and MAD have low 324 
posterior probabilities (Supplementary Table 1), so that the exact root positions are 325 
unclear; yet, support for root positions outside of the Bacteria was never obtained. This 326 
is consistent with the hypothesis that the core bacterial pathway first evolved after the 327 
bacterial lineage diverged from LUCA.  328 
 329 
GpsA and glp are two genes that code for glycerol-3-phosphate (G3PDH), which 330 
establishes phospholipid stereochemistry in Bacteria. The deep relationships between 331 
the archaeal and bacteria sequences in the GpsA tree are poorly resolved (Fig. 3a), 332 
while being better resolved for Glp (Fig. 3b). The root position in both trees is poorly 333 
resolved for both rooting methods (Supplementary Table 1). The highest marginal 334 
posterior probability for the root positions recovered in the GpsA tree are 0.31 and 335 
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0.59 and for the molecular clock and MAD respectively, and 0.5 and 0.44 respectively 336 
for Glp. The tree inferred for GlpK (the gene that codes for glycerol synthase, which 337 
can synthesise G3P from glycerol) (Fig. 4a) shows a similar pattern like the 338 
phylogenies of GpsA and Glp. Again, the root positions have low posterior support 339 
(0.47 and 0.34 for the molecular clock and MAD respectively). However, in each case, 340 
there is evidence of multiple recent transfers from Bacteria to Archaea, as we recover 341 
several distinct bacterial and archaeal clades with moderate to high support (0.8-1). 342 
The main archaeal recipients of these genes are Euryarchaeota which is consistent 343 
with reports of bacterial-like fatty acid esters in this group (Gattinger et al. 2002) , and 344 
which may suggest the occurrence of an earlier transfer into the stem lineage of this 345 
clade. The tree topology also supports a number of more recent transfer events into 346 
various archaeal lineages. 347 
 348 

 349 
 350 
Figure 3. Bayesian consensus trees of both G3PDH enzymes, rooted using the uncorrelated 351 
lognormal molecular clock. Support values are Bayesian posterior probabilities, and the asterisk 352 
denotes the modal root position obtained using the MAD approach. Archaea in blue and Bacteria 353 
in red. a) gpsA tree (84 sequences, 169 positions) inferred under the best-fitting LG+C60 model 354 
b) glp tree (51 sequences, 199 positions) inferred under the best-fitting LG+C40 model. FBC are 355 
Fibrobateres, Bacteroidetes and Chlorobi. PVC are Planctomycetes, Verrucomicrobia and 356 
Chlamyidiae. TACK are Thaumarchaeota, Aigarchaeota, Crenarchaeota and Korarchaeota. 357 
DPANN include Diaphoretrites, Parvarchaeota, Aenigmarchaeota, Nanoarchaeota and 358 
Nanohaloarchaeota, as well as several other lineages. For full trees, see Supplementary Figures 359 
5-6. For full unrooted trees see Supplementary Figures 19-20. 360 
 361 
 362 
 363 
PlsC and PlsY (which attach fatty acids to G3P) both have many fewer orthologues 364 
among archaeal genomes, all of which are derived from environmental sa(Embley and 365 
Martin 2006; Martin et al. 2015; Eme et al. 2017)mples. Both trees are poorly resolved 366 
(Fig 4b). Both are rooted within the Bacteria, with PlsC having the low posterior of 0.28 367 
(with the next most likely, also within the Bacteria, being 0.1). The PlsY (Fig 4c) has a 368 
more certain root position, with a posterior of 0.57, and the next most probable being 369 
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0.1. For PlsY, MAD recovers the same root as the molecular clock, with a high 370 
posterior probability (0.85). When the PlsC tree is rooted using MAD, the root is 371 
resolved between two clades, which are not recovered in the inferred tree topology 372 
and has a low posterior probability of 0.03. All of the archaeal homologues seem to be 373 
derived from transfers from Bacteria to Archaea.  374 
 375 

 376 
 377 
Figure 4. Bayesian consensus trees of glpK, PlsC and PlsY enzymes, rooted using the 378 
uncorrelated lognormal molecular clock. Support values are Bayesian posterior probabilities, 379 
and the asterisk denotes the modal root position obtained using the MAD approach. Archaea in 380 
blue and Bacteria in red. a) glpK tree (77 sequences, 363 positions) inferred under the best-fitting 381 
LG+C60 model b) PlsC tree (74 sequences, 57 positions) inferred under the best-fitting LG+C50 382 
model c) PlsY tree (60 sequences, 104 positions) inferred under the best-fitting LG+C50 model. 383 
FBC are Fibrobacteres, Bacteroidetes and Chlorobi. PVC are Planctomycetes, Verrucomicrobia 384 
and Chlamydiae. TACK are Thaumarchaeota, Aigarchaeota, Crenarchaeota and Korarchaeota. 385 
DPANN include Diaphoretrites, Parvarchaeota, Aenigmarchaeota, Nanoarchaeota and 386 
Nanohaloarchaeota, as well as several other lineages. For full trees, see Supplementary Figures 387 
7-9. For full unrooted trees see Supplementary Figures 20-23. 388 
 389 
 390 
Comparisons with outgroup rooting 391 
 392 
The most widely-used approach for rooting trees is to place the root on the branch 393 
leading to a pre-defined outgroup (Penny 1976), but this can be challenging for ancient 394 
genes for which closely-related outgroups are lacking (Gouy et al. 2015). However, 395 
several lipid biosynthesis genes are members of larger protein families whose other 396 
members, although distantly related, have conserved structures and related functions 397 
(Peretó et al. 2004). Recently, Yokobori et al. (2016) used other members of these 398 
families as outgroups to root trees for G1PDH, G3PDH (both GpsA and Glp) and GlpK. 399 
Their root inferences differed from ours in that they found that bacterial G1PDH 400 
sequences formed a monophyletic group that branched from within Archaea, 401 
suggesting more recent horizontal transfer from Archaea to Bacteria, as opposed to 402 
transfer from stem Archaea or vertical inheritance from LUCA. On the other hand, their 403 
analysis of Glp recovered Bacteria on one side of the root, and a clade of Bacteria and 404 
Archaea on the other. They interpreted this as evidence for the presence of Glp in 405 
LUCA, and therefore that LUCA would have had G3P phospholipids.  406 
 407 
A potential concern when using distantly-related sequences to root a tree is that the 408 
long branch leading to the outgroup can induce errors in the in-group topologies due 409 
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to long branch attraction (LBA) artefacts. Further, single-matrix phylogenetic models, 410 
such as those used by Yokobori et al. (2016), have been shown to be more susceptible 411 
to artefacts of this type than the profile mixture models used here (Lartillot et al. 2007). 412 
To investigate whether the differences in root inference between our analyses and 413 
those of Yokobori et al. (2016) might be the result of LBA, we performed outgroup 414 
rooting analysis on G1PDH, GpsA and Glp, augmenting our datasets with a 415 
subsample of the outgroups used by Yokobori et al. and using the same models used 416 
to infer the unrooted trees (LG+C60 in each case). The resulting trees (Supplementary 417 
Figures 10-12) show different topologies when compared to the unrooted trees 418 
(Supplementary Figures 16, 19-20). This suggests that the long branch outgroup may 419 
be distorting the ingroup topology.  420 

 421 
We also performed model testing in IQ-Tree and compared the fit of the chosen 422 
models to the models used by Yokobori et al. (see Material and Methods below). 423 
LG+C60 was selected for both G1PDH and Glp, while LG+C50 was selected for Gpsa 424 
(Supplementary figure 24). The results of these analyses indicate that the empirical 425 
profile mixture models which we have used here fits each of these alignments 426 
significantly better than the single-matrix models of Yokobori et al. (Supplementary 427 
Table 2). However, even analyses under the best-fitting available models show 428 
distortion of the ingroup topology upon addition of the outgroup (Supplementary 429 
Figures 10-12, 24), when compared to the unrooted topologies (Supplementary 430 
Figures 16, 19-20). In each case, we found the root in a different place to those 431 
recovered by Yokobori et al. In the G1PDH tree, we find Bacteria, specifically 432 
Firmicutes to be most basal, rather the Crenarchaeota found by Yokobori. In the case 433 
of GpsA, Yokobori et al. did not find compelling support for an origin in LUCA, but they 434 
did recover one archaeal lineage (the Euryarchaeota) at the base of the in-group tree 435 
with low (bootstrap 48) support. While our GpsA tree is also poorly resolved, we do 436 
not find evidence to support the basal position of the archaeal lineages, and therefore 437 
for the presence of GpsA in LUCA. For glp, which Yokobori et al. trace back to LUCA 438 
due to the basal position of the archaeal sequences, the outgroup sequences did not 439 
form a monophyletic group, and were instead distributed throughout the tree 440 
(Supplementary Figure 11). Thus, analyses under the best-fitting available models did 441 
not support the presence of bacterial lipid biosynthesis genes in LUCA. Further, the 442 
distortion of the ingroup topologies suggests that these outgroups may not be suitable 443 
for root inference, at least given current data and methods.  444 
 445 
 446 
Origin of eukaryotic lipid biosynthesis genes 447 
 448 
Phylogenetics and comparative genomics suggest that eukaryotes arose from a 449 
symbiosis between an archaeal host cell and a bacterial endosymbiont that evolved 450 
into the mitochondrion (reviewed, from a variety of perspectives, in Embley and Martin 451 
2006; Martin et al. 2015; Eme et al. 2017; Roger et al. 2017). Specifically, genomic 452 
and phylogenetic evidence indicates that the host lineage belonged to the 453 
Asgardarchaeota superphylum, although the exact position of eukaryotes within 454 
Asgardarchaeota is unclear (Spang et al. 2015; Zaremba-Niedzwiezka et al. 2017). 455 
The origin of bacterial-type membranes in eukaryotes is therefore an important 456 
evolutionary question that needs explanation. As noted above, multiple explanations 457 
have been proposed for the origin of eukaryotic membrane lipids (Woese et al. 1990; 458 
Kandler 1995; Lopez-Garcia and Moreira 2006; Baum and Baum 2014; Gould et al. 459 
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2015). An additional possibility, raised by our analyses, is that eukaryotes may have 460 
inherited their bacterial lipids vertically from the archaeal host cell. 461 
 462 
Indeed, evidence from both our study and Villanueva et al. (2016) points to the 463 
presence of orthologues for bacterial lipid genes in asgardarchaeote lineages. Both 464 
our study and Viallanueva et al. find Glp, PlsC and PlsY orthologues in Lokiarchaeota. 465 
We additionally find a PlsC orthologue in Heimadallarchaeota, and PlsC and PlsY 466 
orthologues in Heimdallarchaeota and Thorarchaeota (Table 1).    467 
 468 
To evaluate this hypothesis, we expanded our datasets for GpsA, Glp and PlsC with 469 
a representative set of eukaryotic homologues. The resulting trees are poorly resolved 470 
(Supplementary Figures 13-15), but do not support a specific relationship between the 471 
eukaryotic sequences and any archaeal lineages, and so do not provide any 472 
compelling support for an origin of eukaryotic lipids via the archaeal host cell.  473 
 474 
 475 
Conclusions 476 
 477 
Our phylogenetic analyses of lipid biosynthesis genes support two main conclusions 478 
about prokaryotic cell physiology and early cell evolution. First, there is clear evidence 479 
for extensive horizontal transfer of lipid genes between Archaea and Bacteria, from 480 
potentially very early to more recent evolutionary times. In at least one recognised 481 
case – the synthesis of archaeal lipids by the bacterium B. subtilis (Guldan et al. 2008; 482 
Guldan et al. 2011) – these horizontally acquired genes are involved in membrane 483 
lipid synthesis; by induction, they could have similar functions in many of the other 484 
organisms that possess them. Therefore, the capability to synthesise both types of 485 
membranes may be more widespread than has been appreciated hitherto. However, 486 
gene presence is not sufficient to establish membrane composition, as these genes 487 
might be involved in other cellular processes. As in B. subtilis, experiments would be 488 
needed to test these predictions in any particular case. Crucially, the evidence that 489 
these genes undergo horizontal transfer, both early in evolution and more recently, 490 
provides a potential mechanism for the remarkable diversity of membrane lipids, and 491 
especially ether lipids, in diverse environmental settings (Schouten et al. 2001). We 492 
also note that it is intriguing that bacterial lipids with archaeal features are particularly 493 
abundant in settings characterised by high archaeal abundances, including cold 494 
seeps, wetlands and geothermal settings (Schouten et al. 2013b), potentially providing 495 
ecological opportunity for gene transfer. 496 
 497 
A second, and more tentative, result of our study relates to the antiquity of the 498 
canonical archaeal and bacterial pathways. Our analyses suggest that the enzymes 499 
for making G1P lipids were already present in the common ancestor of Archaea and 500 
Bacteria. Under the consensus view that the root of the tree of life lies between 501 
Bacteria and Archaea, this would imply that LUCA could have made archaeal type 502 
membranes. This finding is intriguing in light of previous work suggesting the presence 503 
of isoprenoids produced by the mevalonate pathway in LUCA (Lombard and Moreira 504 
2011; Castelle and Banfield 2018). By contrast, the roots for the bacterial genes were 505 
weakly resolved within the bacterial domain. There is therefore no positive evidence 506 
from our trees to suggest that the bacterial pathway was present in LUCA, although 507 
we cannot exclude this possibility.  508 
 509 
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The consensus universal root between Bacteria and Archaea is supported by analyses 510 
of ancient gene duplications (Gogarten et al. 1989; Iwabe et al. 1989; Zhaxybayeva et 511 
al. 2005) and genome networks (Dagan et al. 2010), but some analyses have 512 
supported an alternative placement of the root within Bacteria (Cavalier-Smith 2006; 513 
Lake et al. 2009; Williams et al. 2015). Our trees do not exclude a within-Bacteria root, 514 
in which case LUCA would have possessed the bacterial pathway, and the archaeal 515 
pathway would have evolved along the archaeal stem, or in a common ancestor of 516 
Archaea and Firmicutes (Cavalier-Smith 2006; Lake et al. 2009).  517 
 518 
If one membrane lipid pathway evolved before the other, this would imply that one of 519 
the two prokaryotic lineages changed its membrane lipid composition during early 520 
evolution. The evolutionary processes that drive such changes remain unclear, in part 521 
because we still do not fully understand the functional differences between modern 522 
archaeal and bacterial membranes. Compared to bacterial-type membranes, 523 
archaeal-type membranes maintain their physiochemical properties over a broader 524 
range of temperatures, and may be more robust to other environmental extremes (Van 525 
de Vossenberg et al. 1998; Koga 2012). If the archaeal pathway is older than the 526 
bacterial pathway, then that could reflect a LUCA adapted to such extreme settings. It 527 
is then intriguing to speculate on the evolutionary drivers for subsequent adoption of 528 
bacterial-type membranes, especially since the bacteria appear to be more successful 529 
than the archaea in terms of abundance and genetic diversity (Danovaro et al. 2016; 530 
Hug et al. 2016; Castelle and Banfield 2018). Moreover, an analogous change has 531 
happened at least once in evolutionary history, during the origin of eukaryotic cells 532 
(Martin et al. 2015).  533 
 534 
It is possible that a transition to the bacterial type was driven by the lower energetic 535 
cost of making and repurposing fatty acid ester lipids, although we know of no 536 
published experimental data on these relative biosynthetic costs. Alternatively, the 537 
bacterial-type membrane lipids comprise a variety of fatty acyl moieties, varying in 538 
chain length, unsaturation, degree of branching and cyclisation, and these could 539 
impart a degree of flexibility and adaptability that provides a marginal benefit in 540 
dynamic mesophilic environments. If so, that advantage could translate to bacterial 541 
ether lipids that are also widespread in non-extreme settings and also characterised 542 
by a variety of alkyl forms (Pancost et al. 2001). Conversely, if bacterial-type 543 
membranes were ancestral, the transition to archaeal-type membranes could have 544 
been driven by adaptation to high environmental temperatures: ether bonds are more 545 
thermostable than esters (Van de Vossenberg et al. 1998; Koga 2012), and are also 546 
found in the membranes of thermophilic Bacteria (Kaur et al. 2015). In any case, the 547 
widespread occurrence of bacterial-type, archaeal-type and mixed-type membrane 548 
lipids in a range of environments, as well as the widespread occurrence of the 549 
associated biosynthetic pathways across both domains, suggests that except for high 550 
temperature and low pH settings, the advantages of either membrane type is marginal. 551 
 552 
Our results indicate that inter-domain transfer of membrane lipid biosynthesis genes 553 
appears to be widespread, providing a potential mechanism for understanding the 554 
variety of lipids with mixed characteristics that occur in the environment. Unfortunately, 555 
very little is currently known about the stereochemical diversity of environmental lipids; 556 
we are aware of only one study (Weijers et al., 2006) that has investigated this for a 557 
class of lipids of mixed character, the brGDGTs, which exhibit bacterial-type 558 
stereochemistry. Our work suggests that stereochemical diversity, just like other 559 
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putative features of the lipid divide, should also be re-investigated. Overall, and taken 560 
together with evidence from natural and experimental settings for the stability of mixed 561 
membranes (Guldan et al. 2008; Guldan et al. 2011; Caforio et al. 2018), our analyses 562 
suggest that membrane lipid composition is not an immutable hallmark of cellular 563 
lineages but, like other features of prokaryote physiology (Jain et al. 1999) can change 564 
over time. 565 
  566 
 567 
Materials and Methods 568 
 569 
Sequence selection 570 
 571 
For Archaea, we selected 43 archaeal genomes, sampled evenly across the archaeal 572 
tree. We took corresponding archaeal G1PDH, GGGPS and DGGPS amino acid 573 
sequences from the data set of Villanueva et al. (2016) and performed BLASTp 574 
searches the find these sequences in genomes not included in that dataset. For 575 
Bacteria, we selected 64 bacterial genomes, sampled so as to represent the known 576 
genomic diversity of bacterial phyla (Hug et al. 2016). We used G3PDH gpsa, G3PDH 577 
glp and GlpK sequences from Yokobori et al. (2016) and performed BLASTp searches 578 
to find those sequences in bacterial species not in their data set. For PlsC and PlsY, 579 
we took the corresponding sequences form Vilanueva et al. 2016, and performed 580 
BLASTp searches to find these sequences in the remaining genomes. For PlsB and 581 
PlsX, we searched for the respective terms in the gene database on the NCBI website, 582 
and upon finding well-verified occurrences, performed BLASTp searches to find the 583 
corresponding amino acid sequences in the remaining genomes. We then used 584 
BLASTp to look for bacterial orthologues of the archaeal enzymes and vice versa. We 585 
selected sequences that had an E-value of less the e-7 and at least 50% coverage. 586 
Accession numbers for sequences used are provided in Supplementary Table 3.   587 
 588 
 589 
Phylogenetics 590 
 591 
The sequences were aligned in mafft (Katoh et al. 2002) using the --auto option and 592 
trimmed in BMGE (Criscuolo and Gribaldo 2010) using the BLOSUM30 model, which 593 
is most suitable for anciently-diverged genes. To construct gene trees form our amino 594 
acid sequences, we first selected the best-fitting substitution model for each gene 595 
according to its BIC score using the model selection tool in IQ-Tree (Nguyen et al. 596 
2015). For all of the genes we analysed, the best-fitting model was a mixture model 597 
combining the LG exchangeability matrix (Le and Gascuel 2008) with site-specific 598 
composition profiles (the C40, C50 and C60 models (Lartillot and Philippe 2004; Le et 599 
al. 2008)) to accommodate across-site variation in the substitution process. LG+C60 600 
was used for G1PDH, GpsA, Glp and GlpK. LG+50 was used for DDDGPS, PlsC and 601 
PlsY. LG+C40 was used for GGGPS. A discretised Gamma distribution (Yang 1994) 602 
with 4 rate categories was used to model across-site rate variation. The trees were 603 
run with their respective models in PhyloBayes (Lartillot and Philippe 2004, 2006; 604 
Lartillot et al. 2007); convergence was assessed using the bpcomp and tracecomp 605 
programs (maxdiff < 0.1; effective sample sizes > 100), as recommended by the 606 
authors.  607 
  608 
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The trees were rooted with a lognormal uncorrelated molecular clock, using the LG 609 
model with a discretised Gamma distribution (Yang 1994) with 4 rate categories, and 610 
a Yule tree prior (Stadler 2009; Hartmann et al. 2010) in BEAST (Drummond 2007; 611 
Drummond et al. 2012). We also rooted the trees using minimal ancestral deviation 612 
(MAD) rooting (Tria et al 2017). MAD rooting requires a fully-resolved, bifurcating tree; 613 
since some parts of the consensus phylogenies were poorly resolved, we integrated 614 
over this topological uncertainty by computing the optimum MAD root position for each 615 
tree sampled during the MCMC analysis, and obtained marginal posterior probabilities 616 
for these root positions using RootAnnotator (Calvignac-Spencer et al. 2014).  617 
 618 
For G1PDH, GpsA and Glp, we also rooted the trees using a subsample of the 619 
outgroup sequences used by Yokobori et al. (2016). The outgroups used were two 3-620 
dehydroquinate synthase (DHQS), five glucerol dehydrogenase (GDH) and five 621 
alcohol dehydrogenase (ALDH) sequences for G1PDH; six hydroxyacyl-CoA 622 
dehydrogenase (HACDH) and six UDP-glucose 6-dehydrogenase (UDPGDH) 623 
sequences for GpsA; and 12 FAD-dependent oxidoreductase sequences for Glp. All 624 
of three of these trees were inferred under the LG+C60 model to directly compare to 625 
the unrooted trees. Tress were also inferred from best fit models selected in IQTree 626 
(LG+C60 for G1PDH and Glp, and LG+C50 for GpsA). To construct trees for GpsA, 627 
Glp and PlsC including eukaryotic sequences, we performed BLAST searches for 628 
these sequences on 35 eukaryotic genomes from across the eukaryotic tree and 629 
followed the above steps to infer trees. LG+C50 was the best-fitting model for all three 630 
trees.  631 
 632 
Eukaryotic orthologues of prokaryotic lipid biosynthesis genes were identified by 633 
performing BLASTp searches on 35 eukaryotic genomes from across eukaryotic 634 
diversity using Homo sapiens query as the sequence in each case, selecting 635 
sequences with an E-value of e-7 or less, and at least 50% coverage. We then 636 
performed model testing in IQTree and inferred trees in PhyloBayes using the selected 637 
substitution model (LG+C50 for all three). 638 
 639 
All sequences, alignments and trees referred to in this study can be obtained from 640 
10.6084/m9.figshare.6210137. 641 
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